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Japan is an archipelago located at the middle latitudes east of the 
Eurasian continent.  Marginal seas such as the Sea of Japan are 
found on the continental side, and the Pacific Plate is subducting 
under it from the Pacific Ocean side.  Japan has large levels of 
rainfall compared to many other parts of the world due to the 
effects of typhoons and the Baiu front, and regions on the Sea of 
Japan side see some of the heaviest snowfall levels in the world 
due to the effects of the winter monsoon.  It also has many 
earthquakes.  Moreover, 70% of the country is mountainous 
with complex and undulating topography and geology along 
with being geologically weak.  For those reasons, railways in 
Japan suffer from various natural disasters every year. 

With railways, performance in resisting disasters has been 
improved for structures that are not sufficiently robust against 
natural disasters by taking physical countermeasures such as 
reinforcements and protective constructions.  And by taking 
systematic countermeasures such as train operation control 
(suspending operations and reducing speed) when natural 
phenomena that could lead to disaster occur, railway operators have 
made efforts to prevent accidents due to natural disasters.  Fig. 1 
shows the change in number of natural disasters that occurred 
from 1966 with the former Japanese National Railways (JNR) 
and the JR Group.  While natural disasters occurred in the JNR 
era at a rate of almost 10,000 a year, those were halved in the 
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Introduction1
1980s as a result of physical countermeasures, and they have 
dropped to just a few hundred a year recently for the JR Group 
as a whole.  And by further taking systematic countermeasures, 
derailment accidents caused by rainfall for example have dropped 
from approx. nine a year at JNR in 1973 to approx. three a year 
from 1974 to 19862), being just an average of 0.33 accidents a 
year for the JR Group from 2001 to 2012 (none at JR East).  

Next, another issue that needs to be focused on is climate 
change.  According to the latest assessment report on climate 
change announced by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change (IPCC) in September 2013, there is no room to doubt 
that the climate system is warming, and it is extremely likely that 
the main cause of that is human activity.3)  The report states that 
warming will further as time passes, and various climate changes 
will come about due to warming.  

Fig. 2 shows the frequency per location of one-hour 
precipitation in excess of 50 mm and 80 mm measured by rain 
gauges of the Japan Meteorological Agency’s (JMA) Automated 
Meteorological Data Acquisition System (AMeDAS) along 
JR East lines.  According to that, there is a trend for increased 
frequency of extremely heavy rainfall in the JR East area.  
Fig. 3 shows the change in maximum annual snowcover depth 
measured by railway operators, demonstrating what was small 
depth in the 1990s has become slightly larger recently. 

Fig. 4 shows the change in number of tornados confirmed 
to have occurred on land.4)  While the number may at a glance 
seem to demonstrate a trend for increased occurrence, the 
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Fig. 2   Change in frequency of rainfall in excess of 50 mm per hour 
and 80 mm per hour observed by rain gauges of the JMA’s 
AMeDAS: The solid line in the graph is the moving average 
for five years.

Fig. 1   Change in number of natural disasters occurring: Those 
after 2008 are added to Ota and Sugiyama1). Does not 
include damage due to the Southern Hyogo Prefecture 
Earthquake and 2011 Earthquake off the Pacific coast of 
Tohoku.
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We thus developed a method for train operation control 
under rainfall that used effective precipitation in half lives of 
1.5, 6, and 24 hours.7)  Effective precipitation is a precipitation 
index that expresses through a simple model the physical 
phenomena that occur in an actual slope.  The phenomenon is 
rain falling on the ground surface, permeating and accumulating 
in the ground, its volume becoming large, and leading to collapse 
of embankments.  The method developed enables detailed and 
appropriate train operation control at a safety level equivalent to 
the conventional method.  That method was introduced first at 
the Mito Branch in 2008 and subsequently on all conventional 
lines of JR East in 2009.

We are currently studying use of meteorological radar for 
train operation control under rainfall.  JR East has rain gauges 
set up in intervals of approx. 10 km, but situations such as very 
localized torrential rainfall (known in Japan as “guerrilla heavy 
rainfall”) sometimes occurs in areas between rain gauges and is 
not identified as heavy rain.  We are thus researching a method 
of identifying heavy rainfall by meteorological radar, which can 
make spatial observations.  Fig. 5 is scatter diagrams that show 
the relation of one-hour precipitation of Radar/Rain Gauge-
analyzed Precipitation of JMA and one-hour precipitation of 
the XRAIN8) of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport 
and Tourism (MLIT) respectively to one-hour precipitation 
observed by JR East rain gauges.  This is used to verify the 
accuracy of precipitation observed by meteorological radar, and 
it showed in the example for Shinagawa Station that accuracy 
of meteorological radar observation of precipitation is high.  
While the system for Radar/Rain Gauge-analyzed Precipitation 

actual increase or decrease cannot be accurately assessed as the 
observation method changed twice in the period from 1961 
to 2012.4)  Recently, relatively severe tornados have occurred, 
however, in the JR East area.  Those include a tornado in Saitama 
City, Saitama Prefecture, in September 2013 and Joso City, Ibaraki 
Prefecture, in May 2012.  The prediction by the JMA5) has been 
an increase in one-hour and daily precipitation, reduction in 
snowcover depth and snowfall depth, and increase in index 
of atmospheric stability (atmosphere becomes unstable) that 
expresses ease of tornado occurrence.  Greene6) has pointed out, 
however, that melting of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean due to global 
warming brings about lower winter temperatures and increased 
snowfall disasters at middle latitude regions such as in Japan.

In this way, the number of natural disasters has decreased in 
the past few decades, but JR East still sees tens to hundreds of 
incidents a year, and the decline seemed to have ceased.  On 
the other hand, meteorological forcing such as heavy rainfall, heavy 
snowfall, and gusts has tended to increase along with global 
warming.  The fact that the decline in natural disasters has ceased 
may be the result of effects of the increase in meteorological 
forcing becoming apparent. 

The Disaster Prevention Research Laboratory is thus conducting 
R&D for systematic measures to secure safety in train operation. 
At the same time, we also conduct R&D to secure the stability 
that is necessary for efficient railway operation.  

Heavy Rainfall2
The combination of rainfall in one hour and accumulative 
precipitation has been used for train operation control under 
rainfall on conventional lines since the JNR era.  Accumulative 
precipitation is the cumulative precipitation from rain start to 
stop, and that is reset to zero if there is a cession of rain in a 
12-hour period.  For that reason, even in cases where the rainfall 
characteristics are almost the same, accumulative precipitation 
differs greatly due to the slight difference in time when rain has 
ceased.  In other words, there was a problem in that assessment 
of risk of a disaster occurring differs.
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Fig. 5   Relation of one-hour precipitation by rainfall gauges at JR 
East’s Shinagawa Station and one-hour precipitation in the 
mesh that includes Shinagawa by JMA’s Radar/Rain Gauge-
analyzed Precipitation and MLIT’s XRAIN: r is the coefficient 
of correlation.

Fig. 4   Change in number of tornados confirmed at ground 
level: Here, within the JR East area means the area from 
Kanagawa, Yamanashi, Nagano, and Niigata prefectures 
to Aomori Prefecture. A simple comparison of number of 
confirmed occurrences before and after the dotted lines 
cannot be made because the JMA enhanced surveying of 
gusts in 2007 and the fact that there is little material that 
can confirm tornados before 1990.

Fig. 3   Change in maximum snowcover depth at Omagari, Yonezawa, 
and Echigo-Yuzawa: The solid line in the graph is the moving 
average for five years.
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is deployed nationwide and almost constant accuracy is secured, 
XRAIN is localized in the terms of observed regions and accuracy 
varies from region to region.9)  On the other hand, it is important 
that precipitation data be delivered quickly for railways.  Time 
from observation with meteorological radar to its delivery is 
shorter with XRAIN than with Radar/Rain Gauge-analyzed 
Precipitation, making XRAIN more advantageous.  We further 
plan to decide the meteorological radar precipitation to use for 
train operation control under rainfall though such comparisons 
and to decide on a train operation control method such as 
thresholds. 

Snow-related Disasters3
The Tohoku Line opened in 1891 between Tokyo and Aomori, 
but transport in the winter was particularly unstable due to 
frequent occurrence of drifting snow.  At the same time, slopes 
along the Ban’etsu-Sai Line, which opened in 1914, were in 
disrepair, leading to tragedies due to avalanches resulting in 
many casualties.  Snowdrift protection forests and avalanche 
prevention forests were thus set up as countermeasures against 
such disasters.  Such railway forests proved to be very effective in 
preventing drifting snow and avalanches, and they rapidly came 
into common use an various lines.2)  

Snow-related disasters such as drifting snow and avalanches 
were greatly reduced by setting up railway forests, but the risk 
remains in incidents of heavy snowfall.  We are thus developing 
a more appropriate method of assessing risk for slopes along lines 
where the possibility of train operation disruption exists.  We are 
also conducting research with a goal of creating train operation 
control methods for snowmelt periods so as to secure safety for 
train operation against landslides caused by snowmelt water in 
snowmelt periods.  

3.1 Avalanches
Guidelines were put together by JNR in 1983 on slope management 
as a method of assessing avalanche risk.  We are currently 
developing a method of quantitatively assessing risk of 
avalanches taking into account recent technical findings and 
technical experience gained after the previous guidelines were 
put together.  This is done in line with the concepts of the 
previous guideline proposal.  We are also trying to quantify the 
protective effects by physical countermeasures not included in 
the previous guideline proposal and implement those in assessing 
risk of avalanches occurring.  For details, see “Study on Methods 
of Managing Slopes with a Potential for Avalanches” in this issue 
of JR East Technical Review.  

3.2 Snowmelt-related Disasters
Landslides sometimes occur due to snowmelt water in snowmelt 
periods, but a method of train operation control in snowmelt 
periods has not yet been established.  We are thus developing 
a method to accomplish such train operation control.10)  In 
snowmelt periods, snowmelt water is the total of water from 
melted snowpack and rainfall.  That snowmelt water penetrates 
the ground and accumulates there, resulting in landslides.  
Snowmelt water that penetrates the ground must be measured 
at the bottom of the snowpack, making direct measurement 
difficult.  For that reason, we developed a method of estimating 
the volume of snowmelt from meteorological observations.  That 
was done by measuring outflow from the bottom of the snowpack 

at a test location and making meteorological observations such 
as insolation, temperature, and rainfall over multiple years 
(Fig. 6).  We are now monitoring to verify the effectiveness of this 
method and working on development to a method to formulate 
thresholds for train operation control.  

Strong Winds and Gusts4
Types of winds that can lead to disasters on railways are strong 
winds and gusts.  There are no clear meteorological definitions 
for those kinds of wind, but here strong winds are called those 
over a spatially large area caused by phenomena such as typhoons 
and winter monsoon.  Meanwhile, gusts are phenomena such as 
tornados, which occur in a spatially small area.  The derailment 
accident on the Uetsu Line on December 25, 2005 was, according 
to a report by the Aircraft and Railway Accidents Investigation 
Commission (current Japan Transport Safety Board)11) caused by 
localized gusts.  

We are developing a method of detailed assessment of 
wind speed along railway lines for strong winds.  For gusts, 
development is underway on a method of train operation control 
using meteorological radar, which can identify meteorological 
phenomena in a planar manner. 

4.1 Strong Winds
Train operation control under strong winds is done according 
to rules for measurements by anemometers set up along the 
line.  Conventionally, orders for operation control were issued 
when instantaneous wind speed exceeded the threshold, and they 
were canceled when no instantaneous wind speed in excess of 
the threshold was observed for 30 minutes.  This method has 
problems, however, in that train operation control cannot be 
done until wind speed greater than the threshold is observed 
and that there is in effect 30 minutes of wasteful train operation 
control before operation control is canceled.

We thus developed a strong wind warning system12) that 
predicts strong wind a few minutes or tens of minutes into the 
future.  That method calculates predicted wind speed by using 
a trend model that is time series analysis from past maximum 
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instantaneous wind speed to estimate a future trend value.  It 
adds, as a safety factor for this trend value prediction, error 
according to the standard deviation of difference between past 
maximum wind speed and the trend value.  That way, train 
operation control time could be shortened while maintaining 
safety equivalent to or greater than with past rules.  This method 
was introduced on the Keiyo Line in 2005 followed by all JR East 
conventional lines by 2010.

Meanwhile, JR East reduced the threshold after the derailment 
accident on the Uetsu Line, provisionally increasing safety.  
However, this was not based on technical evidence.  The 
fundamental concept behind train operation control under 
strong wind is to compare aerodynamic force acting on the 
train body due to wind and overturn resistance—ability of 
rolling stock to resist overturning—and secure train operation in 
conditions where overturn resistance exceeds aerodynamic force.  
Based on this concept, we developed a new method for operation 
control under strong winds that assesses in a detailed manner 
both aerodynamic force and overturn resistance.13)  In assessment 
of aerodynamic force, we found that to assess wind acting on a car 
about 20 m long, the spatial average of instantaneous wind speed 
observed by three anemometers set up in a 20 m range is more 
appropriate than the conventional method where instantaneous 
wind speed observed by a single anemometer.  Also, critical 
wind speed of overturning is calculated by the RTRI Detailed 
Equation14).  This method has been introduced in advance in 
seven sections of three lines such as the Keiyo Line.  However, 
an issue remains in that the method of wind observation using 
the spatial average of wind speed observed by three anemometers 
differs from that of international standards.   

As the next step in research on methods of wind observation, 
we are researching for average time of instantaneous wind 
speed observed by a single anemometer with the same level 
of performance as with spatial average of instantaneous wind 
speed observed by three anemometers.  As a result, we found 
that average time is three seconds; in other words, three-
second average wind speed.  This also matches the international 
standard for instantaneous wind speed.  JR East further plans to 
deploy a new method for operation control under strong winds 
combining that method and the aforementioned critical wind 
speed of overturning calculated by the RTRI Detailed Equation.  
Please refer to “Statistical Study on a Method of Assessing Wind 
Speed Used in Train Operation Control” in this issue of JR East 
Technical Review for details on wind observations methods and 
“Introduction of New Methods for Train Operation Control in 
Strong Winds” for methods of assessing cars’ overturn resistance. 

4.2 Gusts 
Gusts occur in spatially narrow ranges, making them difficult 
to detect by discretely arranged anemometers.  Even if they are 
detected by anemometers, it would be too late to issue train 
operation control orders.  We are thus conducting research from 
two approaches for gusts: indirectly detecting phenomena such 
as tornados by using meteorological radar to detect strong 
cumulonimbus clouds and directly detecting vortexes that 
accompany tornados by using Doppler radar. 

In the method of indirectly detecting phenomena such as 
tornados, we developed a method of using weather charts and radar 
echo data released by the JMA to identify strong cumulonimbus 
clouds that may generate phenomena such as tornados.15)  In that 
method, the passage of cold fronts is predicted from weather 
charts; then from radar echo data, situations where the range 

where with strong echo intensity is broad and where the cloud 
top is high are identified as those situations considered to be 
where strong cumulonimbus clouds demonstrate the chance of 
causing phenomena such as tornados.  If the cumulonimbus  clouds 
may possibly pass over the tracks, train operation is stopped.  Train 
operation control by this method has been conducted on a test basis 
in winter for lines along the Sea of Japan from January 2008.  We 
are currently researching the possibility of increasing accuracy 
of catching gusts such as tornados by adding as a condition for 
identifying strong cumulonimbus clouds “tornado generation 
probability nowcasts” issued by the JMA.  

In development of a method of directly detecting vortexes 
accompanying tornados, we are conducting research jointly with 
the JMA’s Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) based on 
observation data of the JR Doppler radar at Amarume Station 
on the Uetsu Line, the Doppler radar set up by MRI at Shonai 
Airport, and meteorological observation equipment such as 
anemometers and barometers set up densely across the Shonai 
Plain.  As a result, we gained new knowledge on gusts at the 
Shonai Plain such as that most gusts at ground level accompany 
atmospheric vortices16), that wind speed of vortices observed 
on the Shonai Plain by Doppler radar and wind speed of gusts 
observed at ground level generally match17), and that ground 
level gusts are located behind atmospheric vortices in terms of 
their direction of movement18).  Based on this knowledge, we are 
proceeding with development of a gust detection system that can 
automatically detect gusts.  For details, please refer to “Research 
on a Gust Detection System Using Doppler Radar.”  

Earthquakes and Tsunamis5
The conventional method of train operation control in 
earthquakes was based on peak ground acceleration (measured 
in gal) observed by seismometers.  However, the great majority 
of cases of train operation control did not accompany damage 
that would actually obstruct train operation, so we were forced 
to make improvements. 

We thus developed a method of train operation control in 
earthquakes that uses spectrum intensity (SI), which has greater 
correlation to earthquakes damage than peak acceleration.19)   
SI is an index of seismic motion that expresses the intensity of 
structural sway in an earthquake as the average value (in kines 
(cm/sec)) in sections with 0.1 - 2.5 sec. frequency range of the 
velocity response spectrum at attenuation constant h = 0.20.  
With this method, the number of times train operation control is 
issued could be reduced while securing appropriate safety levels.  
It was introduced to conventional lines in 2003 and Shinkansen 
lines in 2005.  Research is also underway on methods for early 
resumption of operation after earthquakes and use for railways of 
methods of real-time tsunami prediction.

5.1 Earthquakes 
If seismic motion in excess of that of threshold for suspending 
operation is observed by seismometers set up along railway lines, 
inspections are carried out by means such walking the line within 
the section covered by those seismometers to make sure there are 
no abnormalities before resuming operation.  Seismometers 
arrangement is discrete, so the threshold for train operation 
control is set lower than seismic motion at which railway 
structures would be damaged, taking into account cases where 
the epicenter is located in the area between seismometers.  With 
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an aim of early resumption of operation after earthquakes, we 
developed a method to assess soundness of railway structures by 
inspections that can replace means such walking the line.  In 
that, we monitor structures using sensors such as strain gauges 20) 
and densely arrange along lines seismometers for resumption of 
operation.

5.2 Tsunamis 
As a countermeasure against tsunamis, JR East has prescribed 
based on hazard maps made by local governments sections 
where there is risk of flooding in a tsunami as well as methods 
for operation control.  However, those hazard maps only show 
the scope of flooding in tsunamis of pre-assumed earthquakes.  
In the tsunami with the 2011 off the Pacific coast of Tohoku 
Earthquake, which exceeded assumptions, there were areas with 
remarkable difference between the scope of actual flooding and 
that shown on hazard maps.  For that reason, local governments 
are working to update hazard maps to assume the greatest 
tsunamis, taking into account all possibilities.  At the same time, 
research is underway to predict in real time the scope of flooding 
by tsunamis of individual earthquakes using information that 
can be gained in the time between an earthquake occurring 
and the first or largest waves reaching the coastline.21)  We are 
thus studying the possibility of using such real-time tsunami 
prediction for railways. 

Real-time tsunami prediction involves calculating in advance 
the height of a tsunami offshore and the scope of flooding due 
to that tsunami for earthquakes of a variety of hypocenters and 
magnitudes and creating a database of this information.  When 
an earthquake occurs, data such as the location of the hypocenter 
and the magnitude available immediately after the earthquake 
and tsunami height observed by wave meters offshore is matched 
with earthquakes in the database to predict the scope of tsunami 
flooding.  We are now verifying the timing at which scope of 
tsunami flooding can be predicted and its accuracy, and we are 
studying the possibility of using real-time tsunami prediction by 
this method for railways.  For details, please refer to “Research 
on Utilization of Real-time Tsunami Prediction” in this edition 
of JR East Technical Review. 

Scouring6
Scouring damage to piers is one kind of disaster where signs 
are difficult to detect in advance by visual inspection.  We 
thus developed a scour detector that uses tilt detection sensors 
to measure pier tilt by the same principle as bubble levels,22) 
introducing that in 2000.  It constantly measures angle of pier 
tilt, issuing train operation control when that tilt exceeds a 
predetermined train operation threshold.  The device does have 
a problem, however, in that its only function is to warn that tilt 
has exceeded the train operation threshold.

We are thus developing a scour detector that can assess the 
soundness of piers by constantly monitoring angle of pier tilt 
and slight movements due to train vibration and river level rise. 
This is in addition to the conventional tilt detection function.  
We have completed verification of the tilt detection function and 
function to constantly monitor tilt angle, and research is currently 
underway on a method of assessing soundness of piers based on 
measurement data.  For details, please refer to “Development of a 
New Scour Detector that Enables Monitoring of Pier Soundness” 
in this edition of JR East Technical Review. 

Large-scale Disasters7
We are working on a system to assess, from a perspective of 
reading charts in geomorphology and geology, risk of large-
scale disasters that can result in geomorphological change such 
as landslides, bedrock slump, and debris flow at arbitrary points 
along railway lines.  That system focus on “a method of searching 
geomorphological disasters in Japan” proposed by Suzuki23), 
and the method where that is systemized is called the EADaS 
(Environment, Agent, Disaster and Structure) method.  By 
using the EADaS method, we will be able to identify large-scale 
disasters that could possibly occur at arbitrary locations along 
railway lines, and we anticipate being able to identify locations of 
weakness.  For details, please refer to “Development of a System 
for Natural Disaster Risk Factor Evaluation by the EADaS Method” 
in this edition of JR East Technical Review. 

Urban Disaster Prevention8
Station spaces are becoming more functional and complex at 
stations in the greater Tokyo area.  Assessing safety of passenger 
evacuation at stations in abnormal situations and clarifying the 
order of priority for disaster prevention measures at individual 
stations is therefore important.  We are thus developing a method 
of utilizing simulations of passenger flow to assess safety of 
stations in abnormal situations and disaster prevention measures.   

There are various simulation models that express movement 
of large numbers of people such as passengers in stations.  In 
developing a simulation method this time, we used multi-agent 
models where settings for psychological parts can be incorporated 
in addition to setting various physical characteristics such as 
dimensions of pedestrians’ bodies and walking speed.  Those 
psychological parts include difference in behavior in the station 
according to roles such as passenger or guidance personnel and the 
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process of making decisions according to information provided.  
Fig. 7 shows the results of passenger flow simulation at flooding 
when supposing items such as flooding conditions, response, and 
number of passengers, number of station personnel in a virtual 
underground station, visualizing properties of evacuation six and 
eight minutes after flooding starts.24) We will further continue to 
put together a method of assessing safety and disaster prevention 
at evacuation due to flooding as well as at emergency situations 
such as fires and earthquakes. 

Conclusion9
Countermeasures against natural disasters are an important theme 
common to society as a whole, not just railways.  Related fields are 
also involved in multifaceted disciplines such as understanding 
of natural phenomena, observation and measuring technologies, 
simulation technologies, risk assessment, and decision-making.  
Therefore, we intend to continue going forward with R&D with 
an aim of building a railway capable of withstanding disasters 
by actively introducing results of research in those rapidly 
developing related fields while coordinating with other research 
institutions. 
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